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Church Grim The Church Grim guards a local Christian church and its attached churchyard from those who
would profane them including thieves, vandals, witches, and warlocks. Sometimes the grim will toll the bells
at midnight before a death occurs. At funerals the presiding clergyman may see the dog looking out from the
churchtower and determine from its "aspect" whether the soul of the departed was bound for Heaven or Hell.
Another tradition states that when a new churchyard was opened the first man buried there had to guard it
against the Devil. To save a human soul from such a duty a black dog was buried in the north part of the
churchyard as a substitute. In fact, the earliest known mention of the Freybug are the books "Giants, Monsters,
and Dragons" and "Spirits, Fairies, Gnomes, and Goblins" by Carol Rose, who never specified the English
manuscript, so the Freybug may be made up by Rose. They sometimes hover over a house, and this is taken as
a sign that death or misfortune will befall those who dwell within. They are also known as Gabriel Ratchets
ratchet being a hound that hunts by scent , Gabble Retchets, and "sky yelpers", and like Yeth Hounds they are
sometimes said to be the souls of unbaptised children. Popular conceptions of the Gabriel Hounds may have
been partially based on migrating flocks of wild geese when they fly at night with loud honking. In other
traditions their leader Gabriel is condemned to follow his hounds at night for the sin of having hunted on
Sunday much like the Cornish Dando , and their yelping cry is regarded as a death omen similar to the birds of
folklore known as the Seven Whistlers. Instead they guide lost travellers and protect them from danger. Stories
of this type became more widespread starting around the early s. In different versions of one popular tale a
man was journeying along a lonely forest road at night when a large black dog appeared at his side and
remained there until the man left the forest. On his return journey through the wood the dog reappeared and
did the same as before. Years later two convicted prisoners told the chaplain that they would have robbed and
murdered the wayfarer in the forest that night but were intimidated by the presence of the black dog. It is said
that mothers would allow their children to play unsupervised on the Quantock Hills because they believed the
Gurt Dog would protect them. It would also accompany lone travellers in the area, acting as a protector and
guide. Gytrash The Gytrash or Guytrash is a black dog and death omen of Northern England that haunts
solitary ways and also takes the form of a horse, mule and cow. Such a creature, known locally as Hairy Jack,
is said to haunt the fields and village lanes around Hemswell , and there have been reported sightings
throughout the county from Brigg to Spalding. Rudkin, who claimed to have seen Hairy Jack herself, formed
the impression that black dogs in Lincolnshire were mainly of a gentle nature, and looked upon as a spiritual
protector. A death omen like others of its type, it may become visible or invisible and exhibits certain
characteristics that give it its name. It is known to follow people with a light padding sound of its paws, then
appearing again in front of them or at their side. It can utter a roar unlike the voice of any known animal, and
sometimes the trailing of a chain can be heard along with the pad of its feet. One story tells of a man who tried
to kick the Padfoot and found himself dragged by it through hedge and ditch all the way to his home and left
under his own window. Although usually described as black, another tale concerns a man who encountered a
white Padfoot. He attempted to strike it with his stick but it passed completely through, and he ran home in
fear. Soon afterward he fell sick and died. It may also take visible form as a large black dog with enormous
paws that make a splashing sound when walking, like "old shoes walking in soft mud". For this reason the
Skriker is also known as Trash, another word for trudge or slog. It is also mentioned in the Denham Tracts , a
19th-century collection of folklore by Michael Denham. It may have been one inspiration for the ghost dog in
The Hound of the Baskervilles by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, described as "an enormous coal-black hound, but
not such a hound as mortal eyes have ever seen" - with fire in his eyes and breath Hausman It is uncertain
how he or the dogs died, but on "Cheney Downs" the dogs are sometimes seen or heard in rough weather.
Dando was an unrepentantly sinful priest and an avid huntsman who was carried off to Hell by the Devil for
his wickedness. Since then, Dando and his hounds are sometimes heard in wild chase across the countryside,
especially on Sunday mornings. The huntsman is the Devil himself and his dogs are not just ghosts but true
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hellhounds, black in colour with horns and fiery breath. One night a herdsman was journeying home across the
moors and would have been overtaken by the Dandy Dogs, but when he knelt and began praying they went off
in another direction in pursuit of other prey. Near the village of Murthly is a standing stone , and it is said that
the person brave enough to move it will find a chest guarded by a black dog. However, they are described as
being dazzling white rather than black in the medieval text. It is said to haunt the environs of Peel Castle. For
he was speechless, ghastly, wan Like him of whom the Story ran Who spoke the spectre hound in Man. Also
from the Isle of Man is a tale of a guardian black dog that prevented the deaths of several men. They waited all
night but the skipper never came. In the early morning a sudden storm sprang up in which the boat might have
been lost. When the skipper rejoined his crew he told them that his way had been blocked by a great black
dog, and whichever way he turned it always stood before him until he finally turned back. One, Tchico
Tchi-coh two Norman words for dog, whence cur , is headless, and is supposed to be the phantom of a past
Bailiff of Guernsey, Gaultier de la Salle, who was hanged for falsely accusing one of his vassals. His
appearance, usually in the Clos du Valle, foretells death of the viewer or someone close to him. The pier at
Bouley Bay made this an exceptionally easy task. A local pub retains the name the "Black Dog". The church
grew dark as it padded up and down the aisle, as if looking for someone. The dog then vanished as suddenly as
it had appeared. They are usually said to be either incarnations of the Devil or a shape-changing sorcerer. The
dog is said to haunt the Hanging Hills: The first non-local account came from W. Pychon in The Connecticut
Quarterly, in which it is described as a death omen. It is said that, "If you meet the Black Dog once, it shall be
for joy; if twice, it shall be for sorrow; and the third time shall bring death. In the mids, the town of Abington
was, reportedly, terrorized by a large, black dog that caused a panic. A local fireman saw it attacking ponies.
Local police unsuccessfully searched for it, at first; but, eventually, a police officer sighted the dog walking
along train tracks and shot at it. Apparently, the bullets had no effect on the animal; and, it wandered off never
to be seen, again. The word is derived from gally, to frighten. They were usually kept tied up in the brugh fairy
mound as watchdogs, but sometimes they accompanied the women during their expeditions or were allowed to
roam about alone, making their lairs among the rocks. They moved silently, had large paws the size of adult
human hands, and had a loud baying that could be heard far out at sea. It is said that anyone who heard them
bark three times was overcome with terror and died of fright. They are sometimes described as white with red
ears or wearing red caps [98] or may be found in all colours of the rainbow. Black dog ghosts in popular
culture The legend has been referenced many times in popular culture. Sherlock Holmes is brought in to
determine if the dog is in fact real or supernatural. This story makes use of folktales where black dogs
symbolize death.
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Much like humans, spots naturally occur with age or natural wear to the body. So when should you worry
about the black spots? Black spots become more serious when they are accompanied by symptoms, such as
hair loss, dry skin, itchiness, amongst others. It can be attributed to many different health issues. Signs consist
of changes in skin color brown or black around the belly, legs, and groin area. These signs are usually a result
of the constant friction of the skin. Other signs include thickened skin and hair loss. There are two types of
Hyperpigmentation, primary and secondary. Primary occurs almost exclusively in Dachshunds and is rare.
Secondary, however, is common amongst most breeds. Secondary Hyperpigmentation is usually the result of
obesity, allergies, dermatitis, or skin infections. Thyroid Deficiency Related Symptom: Ths disease results in
many serious side effects, including skin infection. This can manifest as hair loss, flaky skin, and of course,
dark spots on the skin. Other symptoms include lethargy, weight gain, diarrhea or constipation, skin odor, and
aggression. This disease most commonly occurs in middle-aged dogs that are medium to large sized. Certain
breeds are pre-dispositioned to thyroid deficiency, such as Golden Retrievers, Dobermans, Dachshunds,
Cocker Spaniels, and others. The condition is progressive and is usually treated by means of thyroid
supplements. Dark purplish-red spots on the skin Vasculitis is the inflammation of the blood vessels in dogs.
The inflammation is due to the increase of neutrophils, lymphocytes, or with eosinophil deposition. These are
all white blood cells that are important to the immune system. This health issue can occur in any breed, but
Dachshunds, Collies, Shetland sheepdogs, German Shepherds, and Rottweilers are prone. Dark purplish-red
spots on the skin are symptoms of vasculitis. Other symptoms include itchy skin, skin ulcers, lethargy, painful
areas, and swelling of the legs. Fluid testing and tissue samples are common ways to diagnose vasculitis.
Yeast Infection Related symptom: The yeast grows uncontrollably when the immune system is weakened.
Yeast infection can be the result of a scratch, poor grooming, allergies and bacterial infections. These spots are
flush with the skin and most commonly found near the groin area. Once the yeast infection spreads, your dog
will experience intense itching, alongside other symptoms. Those include hair loss, scaly or crusty skin, and
licking. Treatment of yeast infection starts with identifying the underlying cause. At normal levels, cortisol
performs many useful functions, such as modulating the immune system, but too much cortisol can be
damaging. There is still a lot of mystery behind the disease. It begins with thinning of the hair, itchy skin,
followed by bald patches. It eventually results in the blackened skin. Oftentimes a bad odor will accompany
this disease, which entices the owner to wash the dog more often. This is a bad idea. Washing the dog more
frequently only makes the disease worse and makes the dog even itchier. Unfortunately, because the disease is
still so unknown, there is no way to positively diagnose or treat your dog. Other times it may be a symptom of
a much more serious problem. Have you experienced dogs with black spots?
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Sep 15, Elizabeth Shubrick, 86, and a fellow Tropical Storm Florence evacuee on Sending money is almost always the
most efficient way to help in a disaster, according to Michael Jordan, who owns the Charlotte Hornets and grew up in
Animals were transported by the Atlanta Humane Society, which took innbsp.

Dutch skaters at center of controversies at PyeongChang Games Published: Feb 22, - Feb 23, - I care about
the welfare of animals in general and hope we can make this a better place for both of us. I enjoy this Olympic
Games and like to thank you for your hospitality. Many Koreans found his comment to be extremely
offensive, believing his remarks come from a stereotype that all Koreans consume dog meat. In spite of his
apology, some have said the case should be reported to the International Olympic Committee as a racist
comment and the skater should be penalized. Before you mention the eating culture, you should learn how to
respect the culture according to cultural relativism. They are not eating dog pets. They eat dogs that are grown
solely for consumption. You eat cows, chicken, duck, goose, turkey, pigs, right? You have to take cultural
relativity into equation. Indians could say same thing about you for eating cows everyday. Middle Easterners
could say the same thing about you for eating pigs. There was nothing wrong with your statement. We should
be the voice of the animals. South Korean short track speedskater Kim A-lang was competing at PyeongChang
games last week, wearing a helmet featuring a sticker circled in white that looks like a yellow ribbon, which
commemorates the victims of Sewol ferry disaster. After the race was broadcast, those who supported the
cause praised her for bringing a light to the victims of the tragedy. The Korea Herald file photo Yellow
ribbons were used to commemorate the victims of the Sewol tragedy at public funeral services that were held
nationwide back in The Korea Herald file photo. A member of Ilbe, an online community of conservative
extremists, claimed that he had filed a complaint against her to the IOC, asking the sports body to penalize her.
The Ilbe users also claimed that by wearing the ribbon at the Games, Kim has violated the rule The specific
rules in the charter state: Instead of the yellow ribbon, her helmet was spotted to have what looked like a black
sticker. They are paying their tribute. The plaque was provided by the Holland Heineken House as part of a
ceremony to honor medal winners. It was supposed to be carried by over the heads of the fans, then passed to
the end of the room to be hung on the wall. The move ended up injuring two South Koreans. YouTube video
clip The heavy wood and metal plaque was, instead, thrown into the middle of the audience by medalists Sven
Kramer, Koen Verweij, Jan Blokhuijsen and Patrick Roest, injuring two spectators. One of the injured in the
audience was hit in the head by the edge of the medal title and was immediately taken away by two security
guards for hospital care as shown in a one-minute video clip released by De Telegraaf. The other was
reportedly taken care of on the site of the accident. On Thursday, Kramer apologized on Instagram: The gold
went to Norway, with silver awarded to South Korea. By Claire Lee and Bak Se-hwan.
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Police are now appealing for witnesses to the accident which closed the road at Parsonage Lane and Black Dog
crossroads. Ring quoting log 26 with information. 0 comment.

But conservation must go beyond protected areas Courtesy Sindh Wildlife Management Board The visit to
Prince Bernhard of Denmark, one of the founder members of the World Wildlife Fund met with the usual kind
of official response - speeches, dinners, visits to selected wildlife locations conducted under a heavy blanket of
security. But out of sight is definitely out of mind, it seems. This year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of
WWF. For Pakistan, the occasion may come as a time for stock-taking. Both wildlife - in the form of
threatened species such as the Houbara bustard- and the natural environment as a whole are the subject of
public concern to a greater extent than ever before. Yet in terms of concrete measures taken to protect the
environment or wildlife, the government seems to have decided that verbal commitments, expressed in the
most general of platitudes, are as far as it is prepared to go. Though an Environment Protection Ordinance has
been promulgated, not even the first step towards its implementation - setting up the bureaucratic machinery
of regulation â€” has been taken. And though the Ministry of Food and Agriculture requested the International
Union for Conservation of Nature to formulate a national conservation strategy for Pakistan in line with the
World Conservation Strategy launched in no further steps have been taken so far, despite the fact that our
environment faces growing and multiple threats. On a global scale, environmental destruction presents an
appalling set of statistics. What this means for mankind, let alone non-human life, is a disaster approaching the
dimensions of a nuclear holocaust. Every day, one more species of plant or animal becomes extinct, the
majority of them unknown and unrecorded. Three quarter of a million invertebrate species and one thousand
vertebrates ranging from elephants and rhinos to the tropical birdwing butterfly face extinction. Twenty-five
thousand plant species are also in danger. And the biggest threats are not the direct ones - hunting or
commercial exploitation - but the indirect: It now sounds like a grim prophecy. We have already lost the tiger
the wild dog and probably the cheetah. The snow leopard is down to the Iast few dozen. The Indus dolphin,
found only in Pakistan, was barely saved from extinction by timely intervention in And currently, the
Houbara bustard is facing an annual decimation of its numbers through hunting by Arab visitors. But though
the prospect seems bleak, it is not entirely hopeless. Certain important steps have been taken which have the
potential to become the foundation stones of a serious commitment to the environment. If nothing else,
environmental protection and conservation of wildlife have been put on the national agenda, and a growing
public awareness is slowly but surely bringing pressure to bear on policy making. Till when the
Environmental Protection Ordinance was formulated, the approach taken to environment and wildlife was
piecemeal and reactive. But conservation is more than just the preservation of one species of wildlife or one
area of forest or wilderness. It needs to be a much larger commitment, integrating environmental protection
and the concept of sustainable resource use into development programmes. It was as a result of this awareness
that the Environmental Protection Ordinance sought to build environmental impact assessment into the
process of formulating industrial and economic development projects. Several projects - the green turtle, the
Sind ibex and Indus dolphin, Kirthar and other national parks the Haleji bird sanctuary - have been
successfully undertaken. But so far these initiatives have been dependent on single individuals or dedicated
team-work by non-governmental organisations like the Sind Wildlife Management Board and WWF. No
serious commitment however has been made by the government at the national IeveI â€” which is where it
matters most. The benefits of it continued existence are difficult to define and probably impossible to quantify.
On the other hand, the benefits derived from its hunting - in the shape of material largesse distributed by its
affluent predators - are a much more tangible argument in favour of allowing the hunting to go on. However,
though the arguments for conservation may be hard to define or quantify in any short-term analysis, they are
both several and, in the long-term, powerful. On the most abstract level there is the moral argument: There is,
secondly the aesthetic argument: Pakistan, for example, already has one of the lowest ratios of forested land in
the world - with devastating economic, as well as aesthetic, consequences. The economic argument usually
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used against conservation as in the case of development, where policy-makers consider conservation to be an
expensive luxury at best and an unnecessary obstacle at worst can also be turned in its favour: And, in a more
long-term context, conservation and environmental protections are the equivalent of a capital investment:
There is also the scientific argument, perhaps one of the most powerful, though probably the least publicized.
Mankind has always relied on animals and insects to pollinate his crops; all domestic crops and animals are
derived from wild ancestors and a continuous process of inter-breeding with wild cousins is necessary to
produce and strengthen hybrids adapted to changing environmental conditions. For example, in Africa the
iland, a non-domesticated hoofed animal, is now being reintroduced in livestock because the drought
conditions of recent years have made the less hardy domesticated cattle a burden for a water-starved
population. The iland, which is well-adapted to drought conditions, is a much more useful beast in these
circumstances. Another major use for wild plants is medicinal: And in pure research, animals and plants are
invaluable sources of information. Arab falconers preparing for the kill Photo taken from the March issue of
the Herald All these arguments add up to the same conclusion: An endangered species of plant or animal is a
warning signal, a symptom of a wider problem: Hunting is not the only, or even the most serious, threat to
wildlife, both plant and animal. Pollution, desertification, de-forestation, over-fishing and over-grazing are all
major contributory factors to the extinction of wildlife. According to IUCN consultant Mark Carwardine, who
recently visited Pakistan, the Sahel drought could easily be repeated in parts of Pakistan, where similar
pre-drought conditions are already apparent. On his visit to the Kirthar hills in Sind, Carwardine saw evidence
of over-grazing and deforestation. Though the mountain range itself is protected as the Kirthar National Park
nothing is being done to take care of the surrounding area. At one time, the Sahel was savanna grassland. But
as the trees were chopped down for firewood and the grass over-grazed, there was nothing to hold the topsoil
down, and as soon as winds and heavy rains came it all disappeared. Deserts are not static, as Mark
Carwardine points out. Exactly the same thing is happening here. Controlling grazing so that the land has time
to recover and planting trees to combat deforestation. Kermani, who headed both the provincial and federal
departments of agriculture and forestry for many years, is a dedicated conservationist, responsible for the
setting up of Kirthar National Park, among many other major projects. He recalls a range management project
in the Thar desert carried out by his department: They saw that controlled grazing, with fallow periods and
rotation of herds, meant a continuous supply of fodder. They were eager to learn about range management
practices from our staff. Kermani emphasises that "there is no such thing as wasteland. This word is an insult
to mankind. The desert can also produce, but with the current practices it has become impoverished. We need
to regenerate it, in order to sustain the people of the desert. Land and water are the basic productive resources
on which the entire population of the country -- including the urban areas - depends. And what happens in one
part of the country can trigger off a destructive chain of events throughout the country. Deforestation in the
northern areas, for example, means a drastic reduction of capacity to absorb and retain water, and thus rapid
erosion of the steep hillsides whenever there is heavy rainfall. This washes away fertile topsoil, leaving the
land unproductive, and filling rivers with silt, which is in turn deposited downstream in dams, shortening their
life. Increased silt also affects animal and plant life in the river, and the increased volume of water resulting
from non-absorption upstream leads to floods. Much of this havoc could be prevented by simple measures like
reforestation. Providing people with an alternative source of fuel- like subsidised kerosene, or small hydel
plants - would provide an incentive not to cut trees for firewood. Deforestation has now also developed
political overtones, and become a particularly acute problem, with the massive influx of Afghan refugees. The
problem is that few people see what is happening until it becomes unavoidable - by which time it is probably
too late. What can be done? The most immediate and direct action is legislation. But even when acts and
ordinances are passed, they are difficult to enforce. And often, legislation needs to be coordinated on a
regional or international level, to be really effective. Several other international treaties are also administered
through IUCN. Protected areas have been successfully used to provide animals and plants with safe habitats.
Pakistan has five national parks, seventy wildlife sanctuaries and seventy-four game reserves. The main task in
these areas is to ensure that regulations are strictly enforced. The concept of including local people in the
monitoring of these areas has proven popular: They are employed as wardens by the provincial wildlife
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authorities, which brings in a steady income and gives them access to government service benefits. Captive
breeding is a last resort hope of saving a species threatened with extinction. This year will see the
reintroduction of the Arabian oryx to its original habitat, where it became extinct some time ago as a result of
hunting. It had, however, been bred in captivity at San Diego Zoo for many years. When a ban was imposed
on hunting in its native habitat, the oryx could be released into the wild. But not all captive breeding is
successful. The Gulf states have been trying to breed the Houbara bustard for several years, with
unsatisfactory results. If the present rate of hunting continues, the Houbara may well become extinct in its
natural habitat, like the oryx, but with no hope of return in the future. Research is a fundamental aspect of any
conservation effort. Though its results may not be immediately apparent, it is essential for planning
understanding the methods and goals of conservation - for example, which areas or species need to be
protected, or the best combination of techniques to use. Gathering baseline data is also vital, to determine
present levels and status of wildlife populations. Integrating conservation concepts with development
programme is essential for long-term protection of the environment. This was the basic aim of the
Environmental Protection Ordinance, and one of the aims of the World Conservation Strategy. Though this
may be the most difficult aspect of conservation to actually put into practice, since it means that policy-makers
and implementing agencies have to radically change the way they see development, it is undeniably the most
important in the long-term. And finally, public education and awareness are the cement which bind together
the various conservation tactics outlined above. Public vigilance and concern are essential in safe-guarding
conservation goals, and making sure that once policies are formulated and laws passed, they are adequately
implemented. The article was originally published in the March issue of the Herald. To read more, subscribe
to the Herald in print.
Chapter 5 : Black Spots On Your Dogs Skin: What You Should Know! - Dog Dojo
Black Dog Institute researchers, in partnership with the Australian National University, University of Sydney, and the
University of Virginia, have trialled an online CBT-based insomnia intervention to see if it can reduce.

Chapter 6 : Road closed after accident near Black Dog crossroads | The Wiltshire Gazette and Herald
Photo by Jake West/New Jersey Herald - Susan Peronti reads to Cora Figueiredo, age 3, during the grand opening of
Black Dog Books, on Saturday, June 30, in Newton.

Chapter 7 : [Newsmaker] Whatâ€™s trending: Dog meat, racism and Sewol-disaster
Well here are just 15 reasons why we think black dogs are the coolest, in honor of National Black Dog Day on October
1. Next time you are looking for a new family member, look twice at the black dog. Next time you are looking for a new
family member, look twice at the black dog.

Chapter 8 : Looking back at Pakistan's environmental disaster in the 80s - Herald
Vasculitis. Related Symptom: Dark purplish-red spots on the skin. Vasculitis is the inflammation of the blood vessels in
dogs. The inflammation is due to the increase of neutrophils, lymphocytes, or with eosinophil deposition.

Chapter 9 : Wedding disaster saved by unlikely hero - NZ Herald
Michigan man helps others with his dog | The Sun Herald Along the way, he endured personal tragedies, and it was this
pound black dog, Stella, who would ultimately rescue him.
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